
 
SKYPROBE DRONES

UNMANNED AERIAL 
SURVEILLANCE



FOCUSED ON EXCELLENCE IN SECURITY SYSTEMS

PROBE is a supplier of video surveillance products and solutions. Partnering with the industry’s strongest R&D workforce, PROBE uses 

state-of-the-art manufacturing facilities to design and develop innovative CCTV and video surveillance products. PROBE’s mission 
critical product suite includes specialized elements of sophisticated security systems and CCTV technology for any security need. 

PROBE products serve a diverse set of vertical markets including retail, banking and finance, transportation, education, commercial, 

government, residential applications and more.

Now, PROBE launches the SKYPROBE Industrial Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV), based on the accumulation of video technology, was 

invented by deep integration of cross-technology domains in PROBE.

PROBE AT A GLANCE 
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As a solution partner with the world’s largest CCTV equipment 

provider, you will enjoy:

- Platform/software integration support
- Extensive customization support
- Local support by PROBE overseas

subsidiaries
- Technical project support from PROBE's R&D
- Possibilities for co-marketing cooperation
- New product/solution introduction
- New product demo support
- Yearly site visit for technology/product

exchange
- Information Sharing via Solution Partner

Platform

EXPLORE VERTICAL SOLUTIONS TOGETHER 
WITH PROBE





• Machine Vision

Covers the entire series of industrial camera products; applying 3C, metal processing, industrial automation, logistics, and other fields, 
achieves quick and accurate positioning guidance, dimension measurement, identification, and other applications

• Industrial UAVs

Based on leading  international drone development the SKYPROBE UAVs performs multiple-angle comprehensive 3D surveillance 
from a global perspective, thus greatly expanding the current surveillance coverage range and leading the security industry into 
the 3D age.

• Automated Guided Vehicles

For warehouse and logistics industries, PROBE has developed Smart warehouse management, including sorting and carrying goods. 
Layout, spatial utilization, and efficiency are greatly improved.

PROBE ROBOTICS

With years of accumulated experience in camera manufacturing, software development image processing, and systems 
design, PROBE entered the robotics industry in 2018 and developed three major business areas. These include “machine vision,” 
industry-level unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), and automated guided vehicles. 





•  4K HD video and high zoom ratio, offering clear visibility of vehicle plates at the height of hundreds of meters, assisting in the 
surveillance of global situations and details

•  Support for protocols including EHOME, and SDK, and can be connected to the industry platform for information integration and 

interaction

•  Long time endurance for extended duration of flight missions

•  Can be controlled at a distance of more than 5km, monitoring very large and remote areas 

•  Boasts a self-stabilizing gimbal, ensuring the stability of hyper-zoomed images

•  Maintains dual-protection via digital frequency-hop system and transmission encryption, effectively protecting recorded data and 
reducing the risk of hijacking

•  Foldable and easy to dismount, accessible for single-person operation, reducing labor requirements 

•  Support for a variety of payloads (visible light gimbal, thermal imaging gimbal, loudspeaker, and more) to achieve multiple 

functions on a single vehicle with various gimbals for a variety of applications

Aerial 
Vehicle

Payloads

Ground
Station

UAV COMPOSITION
The SKYPROBE Series UAV system is made up of three modules, including the aerial vehicle, Payload, and the ground station.

INTRODUCTION TO  UNMANNED AERIAL VEHICLES (UAVs)
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UNMANNED AERIAL VEHICLES
The UAV is responsible for receiving control signals and performing flight missions as the mission load carrier. It executes flight via 

remote control and the ground station. At the same time, it supports the transmission of video, location information, flight data, and 

other information to the ground station.

Quad-Rotor
Aerial Vehicle

Hex-Rotor
Aerial Vehicle

PB-UAV4080AI

Diagonal wheelbase 805mm

Max. Ascent Speed 8m/s

Max. flight Altitude 5000m above sea level

Max. Horizontal Flight Speed 15m/s

Control mode Manual operation, auto flight

Auto Pilot

One-touch take-off, one-touch landing, route 
planning,specified point/point of interest/rotating point 
flight,etc.
Configurable flight height limit and safety radius of 
interest points

Security Low battery protection and control signal loss protection.

Duration of  endurance
35 min (with standard load)

40 min (load-free)

Weight(Load-free) Approx. 6.3 kg (13.89 lb)

Withstand Wind Withstand strong Breeze (12m/s)

Battery capacity 22000mAh

Built-in battery Lipo

Operating  temperature -10°C~50°C(14°F to +122°F)

PB-UAV6100AI

Diagonal wheelbase 1000mm

Max. Ascent Speed 8m/s

Max. flight Altitude 5000m above sea level

Max. Horizontal Flight Speed   15m/s

Control Mode Manual operation, auto flight

Auto Pilot

One-touch take-off, one-touch landing, route 
planning,specified point/point of interest/rotating point 
flight,etc.
Configurable flight height limit and safety radius of 
interest points

Security Low battery protection and control signal loss protection.

Max flight time
25 min (with standard load) 
30 min (load-free) 

Weight(Load-free) Approx. 6 kg (13.23 lb)

Withstand Wind Withstand strong Breeze (12m/s)

Battery capacity 22000 mAh

Built-in battery Lipo

Operating  temperature -10°C to +50°C (14°F to +122°F)

Technology
 Advanced Visual Perspective Technology,Positioning 
System Based on the Optical Flow Technology





UAV OPTICAL PAYLOADS
PROBE UAV payload products are designed and selected to satisfy the most demanding video surveillance requirements against threats to life, 
property and resources. Our payloads have been vetted to provide excellent performance at prices which allow you to maximize the effectiveness of 
your security environments including perimeter and intrusion detection, remote-airdrop and searchlight investigation applications.





UAV FUNCTIONAL PAYLOADS





GROUND STATION
The ground station is responsible for simultaneously receiving video, location information, flight data, and other information sent back from the 

aerial vehicle, and sending the control signals to it. The ground station executes flight control, flight parameter configurations, location display, 

and other functions of the UAV via powerful software, all while monitoring the state of the device at all times.

Commander-Series Handheld 
Ground Station

PB-SCOM11

Communication Distance ≥5 km (Unobstructed, free of interference)

Image transmission device Digital microwave

Data transmission device Digital FH radio

Decoding Format H.265/H.264

Flight data

GPS,satellite number,battery capacity,flight time 
remain,data transmission signal strength,longitude & 
latitude,pitch angle,roll angle,nose direction,horizontal 
speed,vertical speed,gimbal pitch angle,and aircraft 
height

Video interface Micro HDMI

Network interface Built-in 4G slot

Built-in storage Micro SD card

Built-in battery High-energy Density Lipo

Operating temperature -20°C to 55°C (-4°F to 131°F)

Operating humidity 95% (non-condensing)

• Supports real-time flight data
• One-touch take-off and return
• Parameter configurations for ground station, gimbal, and video

snapshot
• E-map operation: Real-time display of location and position of UAV with 

more intuitive operation
• Multiple flight modes: Guided flight, track planning, hotspot hovering, 

and more
• Supports gimbal pitch and heading control 
• Real-time video preview, historical video playback, and historical track 

inquiry functions

Ground Station Navigator Client Software
PROBE Control Unit Client Software executes control of the UAV, configurations of flight parameters, display of location, and other functions, while 

monitoring the state of the UAV at all times. As a Smart control interface for the aerial vehicle, probe’s Ground Station Software features a user-friendly 

operation interface, comprehensive information display, and strong system compatibility, among many other advantages. It also integrates the UAV’s 

Smart flight, security strategy, and various function setups.





SKYJAMMER CUAV SYSTEMS
With the rapid development of UAV industry, our society can benefit from this new technology. 
Conversely, the improvement and availability of UAV technology increases the danger and risks 
caused from UAVs. In recent years, an example siting misuse of illegal UAV technology is the 
targeting of airports that can seriously interfere with air transport takeoff and landing. Worse, 
increased significant activity for misuse of UAV vehicles now includes hostile intentions such as 
unauthorized intelligence gathering, smuggling, privacy invasion and use as a weaponized 
platform.

In restricted areas and significant activity sites, hostile UAVs are used for intelligence gathering, 
smuggling, video surveillance and as a weaponized air device. Established in 2015, multi-user 
UAV control polices published by different governments to set up clear UAV NO-FLY-ZONES, for 
aircraft. However, with the affordable increase of commercial and home made drones a NFZ is an 
easy target for unauthorized drone operators. As most non military drones are difficult to track, 
it is increasingly difficult to find an prosecute offenders. There are many incidents that illegal 
UAVs intruding the low altitude airspace of prohibited areas.

PROBE "COUNTER UNMANNED AERIAL VEHICLE" Systems (CAUV) consists of a detection unit, 
"electro optical" (EO) tracking unit and jammer device. It integrates target detection, tracking 
and recognition, command & control and jamming multi functions in to one unified system. 
Based on different application scenarios, it can be flexibly deployed into an optimal solution by 
choosing different detection units and jammer devices.   

CUAV systems can be deployed as a fixed , portable or vehicle mounted configurations. With a 
permanent installation, CUAV systems are widely used in high level security protection sites and 
portable units are used a lot for temporary prevention & control in key venues such as 
conference, sport events, concert etc. Vehicle mounted configurations are normally used for 
routine patrol or circumstantial events.
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The UAVs can be operated manually, or setup via the ground station for flight tracking and other missions. The gimbal attached to 

the aerial vehicle can transmit real-time images to a ground station through the image transmission device on the vehicle. Flight 

information for aerial vehicles can be transferred to the ground station via data transmission link. The ground station can employ 

a 4G network to send the images and flight data to the command center, providing information on the site to the command staff.

SYSTEM STRUCTURE 
The SKYPROBE UAV system rests on stable images and video captured in designated scenarios, using digital microwave image transmission 

technology to transfer front-end images to the ground control station. Images then transfer to the platform center via wireless or wired technology 

for analysis and processing.
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